
Iran: Protest movement reaches an impasse as it fails 

to attract broader segments of Iranian society

Bottom Line: While the protest movement in Iran has 
yet to die down, it also has failed to reach a broader 
segment of the public and thus faces significant 
challenges. Still, even if it dissipates over the coming 
weeks, it is liable to have meaningful consequences on 
the domestic scene, particularly on the political divide 
between Rouhani and his opponents. For Trump, while 
the protests may serve as additional justification for his 
anti-Iran stance, they are unlikely by themselves to shift 
his calculus on the nuclear deal.

Other Notable Developments

❏ Egypt & Gaza: IS’s Sinai branch released a video purportedly depicting the 

execution of a member of Hamas’ military wing.
❏ Turkey: German and Turkish officials vowed to mend ties after last year’s 

diplomatic crisis.
❏ US & Iran: US Treasury Department sanctions five Iranian entities linked to 

Tehran’s ballistic missile program.

Q & A 
(Send questions to analysts@LeBeckInternational.com)

Can you gauge the impact of the Iran protests on Tehran’s regional policies?

 

Other issues discussed in this report

Israel & Occupied Palestinian Territories (more)
Israel’s claim that Iran-backed PIJ is behind latest rocket attack suggests 
higher chance for Gaza escalation

Iraq (more)
Iraqi PM likely to wait until after elections to partly dismantle Shiite 
militias in order to improve his chances of success

Syria (more)
Regime forces are on the verge of cutting Idlib enclave into two, as 
opposition fails to halt Assad’s advances in northwestern Syria

Saudi Arabia (more)
Detention of princes protesting royal austerity measures sends message to 
country that “no one is above the law”
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Iran Threatens to launch new offensive against US-backed proxy 
in Syria

❑ While the protest movement in Iran has yet to die down, it also has failed to 
reach a broader segment of the public and thus faces significant challenges.

❑ Still, even if it dissipates over the coming weeks, it is liable to have significant 
consequences on the domestic scene, particularly on the political divide 
between Rouhani and his opponents.

❑ Beyond that, the protest movement may have an impact on Trump’s decision to 
re-implement nuclear-related sanctions.

Analysis: More than a week after the beginning of the movement in Mashhad and despite the 
government’s mobilisation, demonstrations continued to be held across Iran. While the regime, 
through the voice of IRGC head Mohammed Ali Jafari, declared that the “sedition” had “ended”, 
and while several Western media outlets covering the protest movement in Tehran are also 
reporting that it is “dying down”, there has been no signs thus far of a decrease in protests. In fact, 
and whether this is a good measure of the levels of mobilisation or not, the number of protests 
called for Friday, January 5 was the highest since the beginning of the movement.

To be sure, the protesters do seem aware of their lack of visibility and of the perception that the 
dynamic shifted in the regime’s favor. This was highlighted recently by an attempt to chant 
anti-regime slogans during a televised football game in Tabriz; Iranian TV simply cut the sound as 
hundreds started to shout insults at security forces. Over the past days, pro-regime rallies were also 
held across the country and covered extensively by both Iranian and foreign media. These 
counter-protests, along with Supreme Leader Khamenei remarks blaming the movement on 
“foreign enemies”, signalled the mobilisation of the regime and marked the end of the seeming 
initial hesitant response of the establishment. This,  along with the protesters’ failure to attract a 
broader audience, suggests that the movement, while not yet ebbing, has reached an impasse with 
the current status quo  in the government’s favour.

The protest movement, comprised primarily of working class Iranians and ethnic minorities, has 
failed to reach broader segments of the Iranian public, including the middle class and reformists 
who constituted the backbone of the 2009 demonstrations. This latter  specifically views the 
current movement with suspicion, both due to the alleged organisation of the initial Mashhad 
protests by conservatives and because reformists generally tend to back gradual change within the 
system rather than a revolution. In this context and although working class Iranians will continue to 
protest, they have limited opportunities to draw more attention upon themselves. The regime, 
conversely, has time on its side, hoping that the incremental uptick in violence (on both sides), 
crackdowns, and counter-protests will eventually water down and ultimately mute the movement.

Regardless, even if it does diminish, these demonstrations may still have significant consequences 
in the short and medium terms, even if it’s not regime change. Firstly, on the domestic scene, both 
the conservatives-hardliners and the reformist-moderate camp will likely return  to their 
pre-protest disputes and try to use the movement as ammunition against the other. 



Indeed, there is ammunition to be found for each of the rival sides. For conservatives and 
hardliners, the movement shows that Rouhani’s pledge to use the nuclear deal to better the 
average Iranian’s daily life hasn’t materialised. This could force him to backtrack on several 
austerity measures. Yet, whether the conservatives have any sort of credible alternative plan is far 
from certain, and while the middle class certainly recognises the continued economic hardships, it 
gave Rouhani a mandate to go on with his reforms, adhering to the idea that Iranians should be 
patient (something low-income citizens feel they cannot afford) and that change was indeed 
coming, just not overnight. 

On the other hand, the protests also have given plenty of material to Rouhani, as protesters 
targeted symbols of IRGC control over the economy, criticised the focus on external rather 
domestic issues that has largely benefitted hardliners, and condemned widespread corruption and 
disproportionate financial weight given to religious institutions in the budget. Rouhani could try to 
use these as tools against his opponents, including to refuel the growing dispute that emerged last 
year between the IRGC and the president, the latter of whom is looking to significantly limit the 
former’s role in the economy, and which may have been somewhat addressed by an increase in 
funding to the IRGC in the official budget. 

Another unknown is the future of the protest movement in Kurdish, Arab, and Sunni populated 
areas. Even if the movement dies down in other areas of "Persian Iran", the momentum seen may 
cause demonstrations here to continue. The presence of multiple armed groups, such as Kurdish 
militias, Arab separatists, and Sunni militant groups also means that the risk for related attacks and 
violence is higher, as demonstrated by reports from January 3 of armed clashes in Piranshahr 
between Kurdish elements and Iranian security forces.

More importantly and much more difficult to predict is the potential impact of the recent protests, 
if any, on the Iran deal. Trump will be offered several opportunities this month to again de-certify 
and even re-implement sanctions (by refusing to issue waivers), the latter of which would trigger 
US violation of the agreement.  While potentially a stretch in terms of justification, it cannot be 
ruled out that Trump would attempt to use these demonstrations as justification for increasing 
pressure on the Iranian government through extracting the US from the nuclear deal. In this 
context, the recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital demonstrates a willingness for him to take 
controversial moves contrary to advisement in order to fulfill campaign promises. At the same 
time, Trump has been looking for reasons to exit the deal since his election and while the 
demonstrations could possibly serve as additional justification, they are unlikely by themselves to 
shift his calculus. 
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Figure 1: How the protests spread across Iran over the first four days
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Israel’s claim that Iran-backed PIJ is behind latest rocket attack 
suggests higher chance for Gaza escalation

❑ Israel’s claim that Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) is behind some of the rocket 
attacks reported over the past week breaks with the previous narrative blaming 
fringe Palestinian groups.

❑ While Israel still has no actual interest in an escalation, this sends the message 
that it will also not hesitate to break from its current policy of restraint, and 
thus increases the possibility of tit-for-tat attacks.

Analysis: Over the past week tensions peaked in Gaza as Israel accused the PIJ, which is known to 
be close to Iran, of being behind a series of rocket attacks against Israeli communities along the 
border with the Gaza Strip. This largely differs from the previous narrative presented thus far by 
the Israeli political and defense apparatus,  which claimed that the drizzle of rockets was mostly 
tied to fringe Salafist-jihadist groups. While Israel does have an interest, in the current regional 
context, in blaming Iran, an increase in the frequency of rocket attacks also does, indeed, suggest 
that Israel’s allegation has some veracity. 

This certainly includes the PIJ, which has its own reasons to target Israel after the latter’s military 
destroyed an attack tunnel from Gaza to Israel in October 2017 killing 12 of the group’s members, 
including a senior PIJ commander. Since then, Israel has warned the group not to escalate tensions, 
threatening to retaliate against their headquarters both in Gaza and even in Damascus. 

More broadly, as the PIJ’s main sponsor, Iran also has a say in their decision making and could be 
pushing for an escalation. Since the collapse of Islamic State’s (IS) so-called Caliphate and US 
President Donald Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the Israeli capital, Tehran has increased its 
efforts to shift the focus back to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and its “axis of resistance” narrative. 
Such a shift likely aims to consolidate Tehran’s gains across the region while further boosting its 
popularity and those of its proxies, such as Hezbollah, which have been damaged by the 
involvement in the Syrian conflict. This possibility is further highlighted by this week’s 
announcement that Israel’s internal security apparatus (known locally as the “Shin Bet”) 
dismantled a cell tied to Iranian intelligence in the Occupied West Bank.

The Israeli security and political apparatuses do understand this and have, thus far, moved to 
mitigate the risk of an escalation. Several reasons explained the relative restraint displayed over 
the past weeks in terms of response to the growing amount of  rocket fire from Gaza. This includes 
the recognition that an escalation would likely help Iran’s regional ambitions while fueling popular 
anger prompted by Trump’s announcement that would and has died down on its own. On the 
purely military level, the Israeli military also seeks to complete its anti-tunnel barrier before 
responding more aggressively. 

Last but not least, the Israeli leadership understands that an escalation would shift the focus away 
from other regional issues, including the Iranian protests, which Tel Aviv sees as an opportunity to 
mobilise Washington and other anti-Iran powers. This was highlighted by, among others, Chief of 
Staff Gadi Eisenkot’s recent remarks highlighting the amount of money Iran was spending on its 
regional allies and echoing the protesters’ own criticism of Tehran’s focus on regional rather than 
domestic issues.



Yet, by officially blaming the PIJ and moving away from the previous narrative that blamed most 
rocket attacks on fringe Palestinian groups, Israel is also warning that their policy of restraint may 
soon come to an end. This is most probably intended to increase Israel’s deterrence rather than 
demonstrate an interest in escalation, but shows that Tel Aviv also won’t shy away from retaliating 
more significantly (including by targeting the PIJ itself) if the rocket fire continues.

On the other hand, tensions in Gaza will likely be alleviated by the Palestinian Authority’s (PA) 
decision to resume payments for electricity in Gaza, with Israel confirming that it will indeed do so. 
While the reconciliation agreement sponsored by Egypt had thus far faced significant difficulties, 
this measure could certainly help diffuse tensions. It is probable that the timing of the 
announcement is no coincidence, as Egypt likely pressured the PA in a bid to avoid a potential 
escalation that would sabotage the reconciliation agreement, including one resulting from Hamas 
turning a blind eye to PIJ rocket fire into Israel. With the resumption of the electricity transfer to 
Gaza, Egypt likely sought to ensure that Hamas had a reason to return to a period of quiet.
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Iraqi PM likely to wait until after elections to partly dismantle 
Shiite militias in order to improve his chances of success

❑ Western media has been reporting about Iraqi PM Haider al-Abadi’s plan to 
partially dismantle the powerful Shiite militias, some of which are controlled by 
Iran.

❑ While these reports may represent an attempt to reassure Western partners 
who have been pushing for such a measure in a bid to curb Iran’s influence, the 
chances that he will do so before the election are low.

Analysis: Over the past week, a Reuters report suggested that Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi is 
planning to partly dismantle the Popular Mobilisation Units (PMUs - a coalition of mostly Shiite 
militias). The plan reportedly calls for the break up  of half of these forces, a core segment of 
which are controlled by or tied to Iran, while also reclaiming some of the heavy weaponry 
currently in the militias’ hands. Abadi has garnered the support of prominent Shiite cleric Muqtada 
Sadr, who himself  called for the dismantling of the PMUs over the past weeks, and is attempting 
to also gain the backing of Ali al-Sistani, the most prominent Shiite cleric in Iraq who previously 
called on the PMUs to be put under government’s authority.

The support of both Sadr and Sistani won’t prove superfluous, as the plan to curb the PMUs’ 
influence certainly presents significant political risks, and particularly ahead of the upcoming 
elections. While multiple Western allies of Baghdad support the break up of the PMUs, the militias 
are still widely popular and Abadi may be overplaying his hand. To be sure, the Iraqi PM certainly 
is popular after effectively thwarting Kurdish ambitions to separate from Iraq and recapturing 
most of the disputed territories without prompting a significant spike in violence. 

Yet, the Shiite community, which represents Abadi’s main constituency and will be key to his 
re-election in May, still supports the PMUs. Shiites in Iraq continue to  view the militias as a main 
bulwark against Sunni radicalism and insurance that they community will be protected even if the 
state fails to do so. On a more practical note, the dismantling of half of the more than 100,000 
members of the PMUs would leave a non-negligible number of Iraqis struggling to find a job and 
possibly blaming Abadi for such difficulties. The precedent set by the dismissal of thousands of 
members of Saddam Hussein’s Baath Party after the 2003 US intervention, some of which ended 
up joining the Sunni insurgency, also certainly acts as a cautionary tale. 

What’s more, while Abadi has managed to garner the support of Muqtada Sadr, Sistani has thus 
far fallen short of expressly supporting the break up. A clearer call for the militias to be even partly 
dismantled would assuredly help Abadi, as Sistani was the one that initially called for their 
creation in 2014 after the fall of Mosul to IS. Without his support the PM may, in fact, try to stall 
the PMUs’ dismantling given that these could prove politically costly at a time when the Iraqi 
leader seeks a second mandate. This is furthermore likely as multiple PMU leaders have started 
forming their own political coalition, dubbed the Mujahideen Coalition. While Abadi has sought to 
prevent them from running, including by highlighting the Iraqi constitution ban on candidates that 
are members of armed militias, he has thus far failed to do so as several PMU leaders simply 
resigned from their posts. Going head to head against these leaders, who are still popular, would 
thus be damaging and the Iraqi PM may feel that such a plan should be postponed until after the 
elections.
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Regime forces on the verge of cutting Idlib enclave into two, as 
opposition fails to halt Assad’s advances in northwestern Syria

❑ Pro-regime forces make significant advances following weeks of an offensive 
and are now 20 km away from Abu ad-Duhur, a key city in Idlib.

❑ With these recent advances, the regime is one step closer to dividing the 
opposition pocket in northwestern Syria into two, which could be used by 
Moscow to force the anti-Assad fighters back to the negotiating table.

Analysis: In the latest setback, opposition forces in northwestern Syria lost the key town of 
Sinjar, southeast of Idlib, over the past week. This occurred as part of a broader offensive that 
kicked off last November and aimed to reach the town of Abu ad-Duhur north of Sinjar (see map 
below) in the Idlib Province. This offensive has seen pro-regime fighters backed by the Russian air 
force steadily advance over recent weeks despite facing opposition from, among others, various 
Free Syrian Army (FSA) groups as well as the al-Qaeda-linked Hayyat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) coalition. 
However, while pro-regime forces had been advancing toward Abu ad-Duhur from the south, 
other attempts to reach the city from Khanasser to the east have thus far yielded limited results.

The capture of Sinjar is a significant defeat for the opposition, which has had difficulties presenting 
a united front over the past months. Since the Turkish intervention in October 2017, various 
groups have been trading accusations that elements within  the opposition colluded with the 
regime to deliver territories located south of the railway between Aleppo and Hama (see map). 
Most recently, Mohammed Alloush, the leader of Jaish al-Islam and a former opposition 
representative at the Geneva talks, accused HTS’s leader of handing a dozen of villages to the 
regime in reference to the rapid advances of pro-regime forces. While there is no evidence to 
support such claims at this time, the accusations themselves underscore the growing disunity 
among the various anti-regime groups.

Should pro-regime forces continue to advance northward to Abu ad-Duhur and then later reach 
the southern Aleppo front, the opposition pocket in the Idlib Province will effectively be divided 
into two smaller enclaves. This “isolate and destroy” strategy is a typical regime tactic used in 
other battles, including during the one for Aleppo that similarly saw the opposition pocket in the 
city divided into smaller ones that were easier to defeat. As was the case in the past, this strategy 
is also likely to continue displacing a significant numbers of Syrians, with the UN Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) already reporting that an estimated 60,000 people 
have been displaced by the fighting. 

More importantly, the opposition will have lost a significant piece of the Idlib pocket and the 
prospect of a military defeat, although still not imminent, would be closer than ever. In this 
context, it is possible that such a regime victory would be used by Russia to push the “moderate” 
opposition into negotiating. Moscow has launched several diplomatic initiatives beyond the initial 
Astana process that was jointly launched with Iran and Turkey, yet these have been met with 
significant scepticism by most of the opposition groups Russia seeks to attract. 
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Figure 2: The Idlib offensive as of January 7



Detention of princes protesting royal austerity measures sends 
message to country that “no one is above the law”

❑ Eleven princes held a sit-in outside a Riyadh palace to condemn the cessation 
of government payments for their utility bills in a rare public display of an 
intra-familial dispute.

❑ Their subsequent arrest sent a message to the Saudi public and royal family 
that even princes are not above the law and that the average citizen is not the 
only one bearing the brunt of austerity measures.

Analysis: In a rare public demonstration of opposition to the Saudi government’s recent policies 
by royal family members,  11 princes held a sit-in outside a palace in Riyadh on January 4 and 
were subsequently detained. Their sit-in condemned a recent decision to cease paying the utility 
bills of at least certain royals, while the 11 were also demanding financial compensation for the 
death of their cousin, Prince Turki bin Saud Al-Kabir, who was executed in 2016 after a murder 
conviction.

To be sure, while notable, such an incident should not be blown out of proportion: First and 
foremost, the Al-Kabir branch of the Al-Saud royal family should be considered a collateral or 
“cadet” branch descended from the brother-in-law of the modern country’s founder. As a result, 
their overall influence within both the country and family is limited and the sit-in should not be 
viewed in the same light as one held by members from a more central branch. It is, however, 
notable due the penchant for the royal family to keep disputes out of the public eye, the reason 
for the protest itself, and the authorities’ response. 

The arrests are furthermore significant as they aim to send messages to both the public and the 
royal family that, as the attorney general specifically stated, “no one is above the law”, or 
austerity measures for that matter. The decision to cease payment of royal utility bills comes as 
part of ongoing efforts to stabilise the government’s budget amid low oil prices, including 
through diversification of revenue and cuts to notoriously high public sector spending. Some of 
this burden has fallen on the average Saudi, including via gradual subsidy cuts that began in 2016 
and the introduction of new taxes, such as a five percent VAT and a selective tax. The authorities 
clearly recognise the burden this places on the general population, as demonstrated by the 
issuance of various royal decrees on January 6 involving measures aimed at easing the impact of 
austerity measures. 

Importantly, these arrests say that the government will not backtrack on certain actions and 
reform, even in the face of discontent from elements of the royal family, and that it is not just 
the average Saudi who must deal with austerity measures. With “taxation without 
representation” (i.e. requiring citizenry to pay taxes while denying them political representation) 
increasingly becoming a reality in the country, authorities appear to be deliberately finding ways 
to demonstrate that the increased money citizens are providing in terms of taxes and reduced 
subsidies will not be wasted. The November 2017 unprecedented corruption-related arrests of 
Saudi princes, businessmen, and government officials is likely another example of this, along 
with, of course, addressing corruption and further consolidating the crown prince’s power.
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Question: We saw protesters in Iran denouncing Tehran’s support for proxies 
in Gaza, Lebanon, Syria, and/or Yemen. Do you think the protests have a 
chance of impacting Iran’s foreign policy in the long term?

Le Beck: Yes - While this has not been the main focus of the unrest and shouldn’t be seen as 
actual criticism of the overall policy itself (as opposed to frustration with the amount of money 
spent outside rather than inside Iran), there is a chance that the protests will have a longer term 
impact on foreign policy. Khamenei’s remarks blaming the unrest on foreign enemies certainly will 
prevent such change from being too drastic, but this expression of discontent simply cannot be 
ignored and will likely be used by those who seek to reduce the budget allocated to regional 
expansionism. 


